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Structuring Ethical Values through 
Clinical Legal Education

Philip Drake & Stuart Toddington



Structuring ethical values 
through clinical legal education

• Our Jurisprudential Foundations



Does the common law system 
protect civil liberties?

• ‘The case against common law’
Professor Conor Gearty’s Lecture at LSE on the 6th November 2014, covered in the 
Law Society Gazette, 10th November 2014

• ‘The courts were happy [prior to the Human Rights Act] to act as benign 
legitimating forces… their various rulings serving to throw the necessary 
constitutional camouflage over successive exercises of raw state violence.’

• Following the Human Rights Act these judges ‘… took to human rights as 
their penance for past sins’.

• What would be the position if the HRA was removed?
• Is it important to question the rules where justice is threatened?
• Should the rule of law be manipulated to achieve justice or avoid injustice?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a recent Law Society Gazette article (10/11/14) covering his lecture on the 6th November entitled: ‘The case against common law’; Professor Conor Gearty questions our belief that judges are: infinitely wise and resolutely apolitical; and points out how our much admired common law system does not live up to its self-acclaimed reputation for protecting civil liberties. He refers specifically to the time prior to the Human Rights Act in the eighties with: striking miners; nuclear disarmament marchers; and even protesting students being routinely assaulted by the police and having their liberty eroded by mass bail conditions. Gearty argues:‘The courts were happy [at this time] to act as benign legitimating forces… their various rulings serving to throw the necessary constitutional camouflage over successive exercises of raw state violence.’He also refers to the courts compliance with:·         The states determination to suppress freedom of expression with the Spycatcher book containing allegations of criminality against the security services·         Internment in Northern Ireland·         Extended detention without trial in England;·         Miscarriages of justice eg. The Guildford FourThis was all prior to the HRA, which once enshrined in our legal system and providing rules to protect individuals, resulted in a change of approach. Gearty refers to these judges as ‘[taking] to human rights as their penance for past sins’.The courts and those that practice within it may care more now about human rights but is it:because of their fundamental ethics, beliefs and values; or because the HRA and a set of formalistic and mechanistic rules tells or perhaps allows them to?  What would be the position if the HRA was removed, as threatened by the current government?Sometimes it is important to question the rules, particularly where justice is threatened. Justice in this instance I define as more than a legally positivistic concept of the system in which the law operates but something which is: focussed on the actual outcome to the parties involved. Once injustice has been recognised, or there is the potential for this, should lawyers try to do anything about it? Lawyers certainly can be imaginative in how they address problems and for a long time have had a poor reputation for subverting legislative intention and the law in the pursuit of their clients goals (whether they be ‘good’ or ‘bad’ )(an extreme example being the lawyers for the American government ‘legally’ subverting the law against torture to allow American soldiers to carry out torture in Guantanamo Bay without fear of prosecution). So why is it so horrendous to think if the law can be manipulated to achieve the client’s goals however terrible they may be, that it cannot or should not be manipulated to achieve justice or avoid injustice. 



In the Matter of D (A Child) 
[2014] EWFC 39.

• The parents predicament was stark, indeed shocking…
– Facing the permanent loss of their child;
– Had learning difficulties and unable to represent themselves;
– Could not afford legal representation.

• To require them to proceed without proper representation would be unconscionable; 
unjust; involve a breach of Articles 6 and 8; and be a denial of justice.

• D is also entitled to a fair trial.
• Directed a hearing to decide who will fund the costs of representation:

– the Local Authority;
– the Legal Aid Fund; or 
– Her Majesty's Courts and Tribunals Service.

• Could or would this challenge have been made without the existence of the HRA?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can see a perfect example of the law, and more specifically the HRA, being imaginatively and courageously used by the court in a recent attempt to achieve justice in the perhaps now infamous judgment of the President of the Family Division, Sir James Munby In the Matter of D (A Child) [2014] EWFC 39.The parents' predicamentSir James Munby described the parents’ predicament as stark, indeed shocking, a word which he used advisedly but without hesitation. The circumstances were: ·         The parents are facing the permanent loss of their child. What can be worse for a parent?·         The parents, because of learning difficulties are quite unable to represent themselves·         The parents lack the financial resources to pay for legal representation.In these circumstances, Sir James Munby stated it was unthinkable that the parents should have to face the local authority's application without proper representation. To require them to do so would be unconscionable; it would be unjust; it would involve a breach of their rights under Articles 6 and 8 of the Convention; it would be a denial of justice.Further, if his parents are not properly represented, D will also be prejudiced. He is entitled to a fair trial; he will not have a fair trial if his parents do not.Sir James Munby was unequivocal in stating that the State has simply washed its hands of the problemSir James Munby accordingly directed that there be a further hearing at which he will decide whether or not the costs are to be funded by one, or some, or all of (listing them in no particular order): the local authority, as the public authority bringing the proceedings; the legal aid fund, on the basis that D's own interests require an end to the delay and a process which is just and Convention compliant; or Her Majesty's Courts and Tribunals Service, on the basis that the court is a public authority required to act in a Convention compliant manner. This judgment has been celebrated by many lawyers, students and educators in the fight for access to justice for the vulnerable and disadvantaged but could or would this challenge have been made without the existence of the HRA? 



Ethical norms and values 
in the clinical environment

• Are rules necessary to think ethically?
• Important how we educate our law students in ethics. 
• What are our ethical values within the clinical environment? 
• Impact upon the social wellbeing of students 

– Sheldon & Krieger.

• What cases should we take on?
• Social norms and values for the practising lawyers of the future.
• Reflection and ethical autonomy in the clinical environment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We must therefore further question whether it can be right that unless the laws or rules provide for ethical thinking, lawyers see no injustice in a decision or feel any need to see that justice is done, as we saw in Professor Gearty’s reflection upon the courts’ decisions in the eighties? That is why our role as educators in the law is so important. Judges we must remember were once lawyers and even further back were once law students.It is important that we consider how we: educate our law students in ethics for the future; and particularly how we educate them in ethics in clinical legal education. Up until now, and with the exception of jurisprudence, our ethical education in the academic stage of the qualifying law degree has been pretty much non-existent. Further, the professional stage of teaching ethics has been limited to a rules based approach to the law where an ethical decision is made upon the basis that:it complies with the rules because falling foul of the rules will likely result in punishment (I will come back to this later on!). Little consideration of the rights and wrongs of the decision and its impact beyond this.Before proceeding further we therefore need to re-assess what we consider to be our ethical values within the clinical environment? Do we take cases on just because they have ‘educational value’ (in a purely linear and limited understanding of education); or because our client needs our help and we are in a position to provide help (regardless of the deemed educational value). If we only take on cases of an education value, we need to consider the professional values are we instilling (or indeed educating) within our students are we saying that students should only help if they stand to gain from doing so? By way of an (albeit extreme) example, what about the position where an old lady with a simple and relatively straightforward legal problem, which is keeping her awake every night with worry, asks for help and is refused upon the basis that whilst her problem could easily be solved she will receive no help with her problem, as it has no educational value to the student and therefore they have nothing to gain from helping. Such an approach is not only detrimental to the social wellbeing of the old lady and detrimental to the professional ethics of the student, but may also be detrimental to the social wellbeing of the student. We can see through the longitudinal research work of Sheldon & Krieger in America, that removing values specifically in the context of a law degree and the strict scientific like approach to the law results in:a significant increase in students suffering from depression and reduced intrinsic values.Another question we may consider as clinical educators is: whether we take on cases where clients can pay for legal assistance;or obtain alternative funding;If by doing so, and working in a clinic with limited capacity, means:we cannot help those who can neither afford nor access help elsewhere? These are questions we must answer as educators because whether we like it or not:we are creating social norms and values within our practices for the practising lawyers of the future.It is only through: our critical reflection on such issues; and the critical reflective practice of the students on real life issues within the clinical environment that we can begin to encourage the ethical autonomy of our students and hope to provide through the clinical environment, an educational vessel for ethical learning and thinking of our future lawyers



Legal Education Training Review

• “… the teaching and maintenance of professional ethics and values 
are central to the assurance of integrity in the administration of 
justice and quality across the entire legal services sector”. (Page vii)

• “… the teaching and maintenance of professional ethics and values 
are central to the assurance of integrity in the administration of 
justice and quality across the entire legal services sector”. (Page vii)

• "... strengthen requirements for education and training in legal 
ethics, values and professionalism..." (page ix)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 We need only remind ourselves that the very importance of ethical learning was identified in the academic stage of learning as recently as last year in the Legal Education Training Review: ·         Dame Janet Gaymer DBEQC (Hon.) and Sir Mark Potter in their foreword to the report confirmed that the report makes clear that: o   the teaching and maintenance of professional ethics and values are central to the assurance of integrity in the administration of justice and quality across the entire legal services sector. (Page vii)·         The executive summary's key recommendations on quality included: o   "... strengthen requirements for education and training in legal ethics, values and professionalism..." (page ix)



• Ethical development 
and values

MORAL CHARACTER / 
COURAGE

MORAL MOTIVATION
MORAL JUDGEMENT
MORAL SENSITIVITY

Rest’s model of 
ethical development

• Values influence our 
goals; our decision 
making; and our 
motivations.

• What are the values of 
the legal profession?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is our role as educators to produce: well balanced, ethically aware and autonomous students who will be our lawyers of the future. As educators, particularly in clinical legal education, we have the opportunity to: raise our students’ ethical awareness with the hope of leading to better ethical judgment and courage (see Rests Model of moral development).  This can be achieved through critical reflection as an integrated approach to all engagement in the clinical environment, together with: considered analysis at both a micro and macro level of the impact of the law upon both individuals and society. The importance of empathy, understanding and values cannot be underestimated. It is through our values that we: identify our goals; and through our goals that we: make our decisions.Our values further motivate us to: carry out our decisions. We need to at least debate:what we see as the values of the legal profession; and what we think they should  be, if we hope to improve the ethical decision making of our lawyers of the future and to avoid further injustices.



Schwartz’s Value Circumplex
http://valuesandframes.org/handbook/2-how-values-work/

•

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schwartz’s Value Circumplex from the Common Causes Handbook http://valuesandframes.org/handbook/2-how-values-work/Explain how each category works; how adjacent values can work together; and how opposite values can conflict. Further Explain the thesis that the current level of values in the profession is: status, career and profit oriented (extrinsic); and tradition, conformity and security basedand this conflicts with autonomy and how we are looking to a more intrinsic (social justice), autonomous values for the future.

https://staffmail.hud.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=BPfNrkDqx0SuGgvvwpauKox7cQYu2dEIs6pbmAiQA_2Bq4EOyq3Gx62BiE_1k-MJviK9o4Fqqvc.&URL=http://valuesandframes.org/handbook/2-how-values-work/


Kholberg’s levels of 
ethical awareness
http://mdeering.weebly.com/lawrence-kohlberg.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss Kholberg’s levels of awareness and compare with how the legal profession decides upon ethical issues.  http://mdeering.weebly.com/lawrence-kohlberg.html 

https://staffmail.hud.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=BPfNrkDqx0SuGgvvwpauKox7cQYu2dEIs6pbmAiQA_2Bq4EOyq3Gx62BiE_1k-MJviK9o4Fqqvc.&URL=http://mdeering.weebly.com/lawrence-kohlberg.html


Final thoughts…

• Access to justice no longer available to all.
• Should justice and more particularly, social justice, be a 

central value of the legal profession?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a future where we can no longer say that all will have access to justice our aim has to be: ethically autonomous legal professionals whose central values are: social justice and other forms of justice. With the importance of clinical education increasingly receiving greater recognition, as clinical educators, we have the power and indeed a duty, to help structure the values and indeed the ethical thinking of our lawyers of the future.
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